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Department of Computer Siene, University of Exeter, U.K. Tehnial Report No. 389E�eting a�etive ommuniationin virtual environmentsColin G. Johnson1 and Gareth J. F. Jones21 Computing Laboratory,University of Kent,Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7NF.C.G.Johnson�uk.a.uk2 Department of Computer Siene,University of Exeter,Exeter, EX4 4PT.G.J.F.Jones�ex.a.ukOtober 1999AbstratStudies of ommuniation between entities in virtual environments have tended tofous on the relevant tehnial issues and its soial impat impat. An important om-ponent of human ommuniation is the onveying of a�etive information via voie,faial expression and gestures and other body language. Virtual environments may bepopulated by representations of human or virtual agent partiipants. Communiationsmay be between person-person, agent-agent or person-agent. This paper explores thepossible use of the a�etive ommuniation in virtual environments. The desirabil-ity of a�etive ommuniation is examined and some researh ideas for developinga�etive ommuniation in virtual environments are proposed.
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1 Introdution.The onepts of virtual environments, and of ommuniation within these environments(\virtual ommuniations"), have beome widely used in reent years. There are urrentlyno lear de�nitions assoiated with these expressions, the only ommon theme seems beof ommuniation between entities that are physially remote from eah other, eitherbeause of a spatial or temporal disloation, or beause one or more of the partiipants isan arti�ial agent of some form.Assoiated with virtual environments there is also a lak of larity of what is atuallyexpeted of ommuniation. Is there an expetation of rereating the rih interation ofphysial ommuniation between humans, or is some other alternative senario, possiblyriher or poorer, envisaged?In this paper we explore the range of virtual environments and the possible partiipantgroups. In this disussion we plae an emphasis on ommuniation between virtual entitieswhih make use of other data apart from the fatual information being ommuniated. Inpartiular we would like to explore the apaity of virtual environments to ommuniatea�etive states, i.e. those aspets of ommuniation onerned with emotional response,and further to explore how agents within virtual environments an model and use a�etivestates to enhane the realism of the virtual environment.2 Virtual Communiation in Virtual Environments.A ore funtion of virtual environments is to failitate ommuniation between entitiesin that environment, be those entities human users or agents. It is often assumed thatthe ultimate objetive of ommuniation within virtual environments is to model om-muniation between humans in the physial world. In order to ahieve this objetiveommuniation apabilities within the virtual world must not be limited to the simpleexhange of information. Everyday human ommuniation involves a level of a�etiveommuniation (ommuniation involving emotional states) that is absent from many vir-tual environments.If virtual environments are to be truly representative of the real world they aim tomodel, they must both (1) failitate the ommuniation of a�et, and (2) agents situatedin the environment must reat in a way that respets the a�etive ontext in whih they�nd themselves. An agent that ignores these aspets of the environment will jar with therealism of the environment as muh as one that ignores the laws of physis.The emergene of A�etive Computing as an area of pratial sienti� study is veryreent [Pi97℄, although this builds on experimental and theoretial work established overthe last 30 years (see e.g. [SC81, OCC88℄). It is argued by Damasio [Dam94℄ and Piard[Pi97℄ that a�etive state is a key omponent of the human ability to reason :\Evidene like this leads Dr. Damasio to the ounter-intuitive position thatfeelings are typially indispensable for rational deisions ; they point us in theproper diretion, where dry logi an then be of best use. . . .The emotions, then, matter for rationality. In the dane of feeling andthought the emotional faulty guides our moment-to-moment deisions, work-ing hand-in-hand with the rational mind, enabling|or disabling|thought it-2



self. Likewise, the thinking brain plays an exeutive role in our emotions|exept in those moments when emotions surge out of ontrol and the emotionalbrain runs rampant." [Gol96℄Support for this hypothesis is given by Damasio's studies on humans whose emotionalapaity has been limited due to brain injury [Dam94℄. The assumptions of this argumenthave, however, been hallenged by Sloman [Slo99℄ :\Damasio, Piard and others have misinterpreted the evidene about braindamage in Damasio's book as implying that emotions are essential to intelli-gene. This is a simple non-sequitur.Certain sorts of frontal lobe damage produe two e�ets : (1) the patientslose the ability to have ertain kinds of (seondary) emotional reations . . . and,(2) the patients beome less reative and deisive, and less able to take strategideisions. . . .It is fallaious to infer from this that (1) is the ause of (2)."Resolving this argument is an important question from a ognitive siene perspetive.However from the perspetive of humans and agents interating within a virtual environ-ment the a�etive omponent of the ommuniation is important to the users, whether ornot it is a key element of intelligene per se.An extension of these arguments is that ommuniation of ues to a�etive state is asigni�ant omponent in human ommuniation. If this is truly the ase, rih ommuni-ation in virtual environments should attempt to model this ommuniation of a�etivestate, either expliitly or more likely by giving and reading ues typial of those observedin human ommuniation. Sloman argues, quite properly, that voluntary or even invol-untary emotional responses are generally very broad and we are not able to pereive theunderlying ondition whih led to the a�etive state. While this is of ourse true, the on-text of a ommuniation is likely to provide signi�ant disambiguation of a�etive states.The ontext provides a �lter through whih the many fators that ould suggest emotions(e.g. speed of talking, visible physiologial hanges, \body language" et etera) are re�nedto an understanding of the emotional aspets of the ommuniation. There is of ourse noguarantee of disambiguating suh ues orretly, di�erent people behave di�erently andpeople may inorretly \see" ues they wish to see, these mistakes an lead to onfusion,but in general our unonsious use of a�etive ues aids ommuniation.3 Virtual Environments.In order to explore the theme of a�et in detail it is �rst important to give lear de�nitionsto some important onepts. A virtual environment is any plae whereby (people and/oragents) an ome together to ommuniate. Under this de�nition virtual environmentsover a wide range of possibilities. At one end of the spetrum there are video teleonfer-enes between human partiipants, and at the other virtual environments ould be whollytext based, as exempli�ed by MUDs and Internet Relay Chat. The more popular de�nitionis probably to onsider environments whih involve tehniques drawn from virtual reality,suh as a teleonferening system with humans represented by avatars. An example whih3



falls between the extreme of a pure text based system and a fully immersive virtual envi-ronment is the Mirosoft Comi Chat system [KSS96℄, whih uses stati graphis pairedwith text, whih generates dynami omi strips as partiipants enter the disussion viatext input.A key taxonomy of ommuniation onepts in virtual environments is to lassify thepartiipants in the ommuniations, and to study the apaity of the virtual environmentto failitate ommuniation between those partiipants. We explore suh issues in theremainder of this setion.3.1 Person{Person Communiation.Full person{person ommuniation, as exempli�ed by video onferening, enables all nat-ural ommuniation ues to be onveyed between the partiipants. Thus not only is thebasi information of the spoken words onveyed but also a rih stream of visual and auralinformation whih is pereived onsiously or unonsiously. Some of this additional in-formation will onvey details of the a�etive states of the individuals whih an assist inontextual understanding of the spoken data and further understanding beyond this.A naive view is that less natural virtual environments should attempt to give theusers of an environment the same a�etive apabilities that they would have in real-worldinterations. This view however misses out a number of important features of virtualenvironments. The limited a�etive apability of ertain virtual environments may be apositive feature, rather than a hindrane, to some users. For example, partiipants intext based hat rooms enjoy their anonymity and their ability to ontrol the interationpreisely by areful use of text [Tur96, Fon93, Fon97℄ :\The Internet is another element of the omputer ulture that has on-tributed to thinking about identity as multipliity. On it, people are able tobuild a self by yling through many selves." [Tur96℄The nature of suh interations would hange dramatially if these environments onveyedinformation relating to the a�etive states of partiipants. The idea of people experiment-ing with alternative personae would be muh disrupted.This situation may be rather di�erent for partiipants in a syntheti graphial worldwhere they might be happy to have a�etive information onveyed by alterations in speak-ing style, posture or faial expression. However it is not lear what the role of suh systemsis. For a formal disussion a video onferene would perhaps be better, espeially as in-reased bandwidth is inreasing the power of video onferening systems, arguably makingsimpler representations redundant, and for the hat senario anonymity is important.There are two interestingly ontrasted ways of ommuniating a�etive states within avirtual environment. The �rst is for the user's omputer to interpret information about theuser's a�etive state and to onvey that information as some kind of ariature of humanexpression on the user's avatar. Suh a method would involve omplex pattern mathingtehniques, whih ould draw inspiration from work on fae reognition (e.g. [JN95℄) andon the work of Ekman and others [Ekm92a, Ekm92b, Ekm93℄ on lassifying basi humanemotions via faial expression. There are many other tehniques that ould be used toextrat this same information, for example the use of a�etive wearables (hapter 8 of[Pi97℄, [Sta96, SMR+97℄). There are disadvantages to this approah, however, as the4



onsequenes of the wrong emotion being ommuniated are potentially dangerous|thistouhes on the well known issue of trust in agent systems [Mae94℄. There is also theproblems that avatar's expressive apability is likely to be restrited to a small range ofphysial responses, thus reduing the a�etive bandwidth of the ommuniation hannel.The alternative to this is to diretly ommuniate this measured data (what we ouldall \a�etive meta-fators") about the state of the user, without making any attempt tointerpret these features in terms of a disrete set of emotions or emotional dimensions.The data ommuniated ould be that that would be available during fae-to-fae om-muniation, suh as skin temperature (indiated by hanges in skin olour and texture) ordata whih are unique to the fat of being in a virtual environment (suh as an indiationof how hard the user is typing on a keyboard or manipulating a joystik). In this situationthere is no need for one ommuniated fator to orrespond to one emotional fator, theuser an learn whih ombinations of fators ontribute to whih emotional states as theybeome austomed to working within the virtual environment. The main disadvantageof this senario is that the user will have to spend a long time situated in the virtualenvironment in order to learn how to interpret these ues. In partiular there would be aneed for standards aross virtual environments so that suh learning in one environmentould be transferred e�ortlessly to another. Choosing appropriate meta-fators is in itselfa hallenging task.3.2 Agent{Agent Communiation.A more open question is the use of a�etive states in agent{agent ommuniation. Theseommuniations may involve just a simple transation involving information transfer, or itmay be muh more omplex involving brokering of aess to resoures and bargaining overinformation and aess to other agents or a user. Deisions in this environment ould usestandard AI methods, expert systems of some sort, searhing thought possibilities to �ndan optimum, et etera. It is suggested by Damasio's work that in order for suh ommu-niation to follow the path of a person-person transation eah agent should have a modelof a�etive state and that there should be some ommuniation of a�etive informationbetween the agents. Sloman disagrees [Slo99℄ :\Damasio assumed that only emotions an perform this kind of high-levelontrol. However reent work in AI has produed alternative meta-level on-trol mehanisms, inluding planners whih use \anytime algorithms" [BD89℄,whih allows an interrupted planning proess to produe some initial partialplans in intelligent mahines."More human-like reasoning in agent{agent ommuniation has onsequenes for the kindof algorithms used in agent arhitetures and multi-agent ommuniation [BD89℄ and insetion 3.3 of this paper.3.3 Person{Agent Communiation.A �nal form of virtual environment is that inhabited by a mixture of people and arti�ialagents [Fon93, Fon97℄. In this environment the ability of the agent to respond may beenhaned if the agent is able to hypothesise about the emotional state of the person. In5



general the agent will not be following its own agenda, like the partiipants in a hat room,but will be attempting to better serve its human masters.There is a further question here of how human emotional states should be representedto agents. Should the agent \see" and \hear" emotions from an avatar? Or should theagent have diret aess to signals used to produe partiular a�et driven responses inthe avatar, reating its own onepts of a�etive states by a proess akin to data fusion[RM88℄?There are advantages to both. In the �rst senario the user is able to tailor their avatarto their own personal a�etive repertoire, making it easier for the agent to understand thea�et being ommuniated, and release only that information whih they are willing to giveagents aess to. In the seond senario the agent would develop a deeper understanding ofthe onnetion between the \a�etive meta-fators" and the desired a�etive expression.This issue is partiularly relevant in the senario where an agent will only meet a smallrange of emotional situations | it ould learn to interpret only that range of a�etivestates that it enounters, and be more aurate than if it had to deal with large amountsof irrelevant over-interpreted information. The hoie of meta-fators is also governed bythe aeptability of the ommuniation of these fators to users. It has been noted (MarkNixon, personal ommuniation) that in biometri person-reognition users are generallymuh happier with mahines attempting to analyse fators that ould be reognised byother humans (e.g. fae shape, gait) than more hidden fators (e.g. heart rate, skinmoisture level, or dna struture).In order to maintain the naturalness of the interation the agent should perhaps re-spond in an a�et driven manner, perhaps indiating frustration or pleasure. A simple,rough representation of emotion in the agent may aknowledge the fat that human dei-sions may sometimes not follow an entirely rational path, while not attempting to atuallymodel the emotions that give rise to this irrationality.Also the agent should be designed so that its own deisions are ontrolled not just byinternal riteria of optimality, but by the virtual soial ontext in whih it is situated.This has parallels in Damasio's work with brain-damaged patients [Pi97℄ :\This disorder is exempli�ed by \Elliot", whose IQ and ognitive abilitiesare all normal or above average, but who su�ered damage to frontal lobe braintissue as the result of a brain tumor. When onfronted with a simple deisionas to when to shedule an appointment, Elliot will disappear into an endlessrational searh of \Well, this time might be good,", or \Maybe I will have tobe on that side of town so this time would be better," and on and on. Althougha ertain amount of indeisiveness is normal, in Elliot it is apparently notaompanied by the usual feelings, suh as embarrassment, if someone is staringat you for so long to make up your mind. Instead, Elliot's tendeny is to searhan astronomially large spae of rational possibilities. Moreover, Elliot seemsto be unable to learn the links between dangerous hoies and bad feelings, sohe repeats bad deisions instead of learning otherwise. Elliot's lak of emotionsseverely handiaps his ability to funtion rationally and intelligently."This has impliations for the kind of algorithms used in agent systems. Suh algorithmsneed to be interruptible, i.e. they need to give a reasonable approximation to the solutioneven if they have to stop half way through. Some algorithms, for example those whih6



use a highly distributed, parallel proessing model, may not be able to bring the relevantdata together to give a response in a suÆiently quik time to ope with the soial ontextwithin their virtual environment.A �nal thought. Does an entity in a virtual environment need to be aware if it isommuniating with an agent or person. This of ourse provokes standard AI argumentsabout Turing tests et, but if we have a graphial environment where some ommuniationis by gesture and a�et synthesis, say in the fae, poor natural language and inability toanswer questions properly ould be overome by enouraging the human partiipant togive more information.4 Coda.A�etive states are one of the most important fators in ommuniation, and for a virtualenvironment to be truly realisti it annot ignore suh fators. However simply to repliateexisting a�etive ommuniation hannels in a virtual environment is both naive andmisses a fasinating opportunity to enhane the value of virtual ommuniation. Oneof the most interesting features of virtual environments is that it is possible to reate aworld that operates aording to entirely di�erent laws of physis to the natural world.Analogously, to explore alternative realms of a�etive ommuniation in suh environmentsis an interesting area for the future development of virtual environments.Note.This is an extended version of a paper from the Proeedings of the Seond Workshop onIntelligent Virtual Agents (Ed. Daniel Ballin), University of Salford, September 1999.Referenes[BD89℄ M. Boddy and T. Dean. Solving time dependent planning problems. In Pro-eedings of the 11th International Joint Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene,Detroit, 1989.[Dam94℄ A.R. Damasio. Desartes' Error : Emotion, Reason and the Human Brain.Gosset/Putnam Press, 1994.[Ekm92a℄ P. Ekman. Are there basi emotions? Psyhologial Review, 99(3):550{553,1992.[Ekm92b℄ P. Ekman. An argument for basi emotions. Cognition and Emotion,6(3/4):169{200, 1992.[Ekm93℄ P. Ekman. Faial expression and emotion. Amerian Psyhologist, 48(4):384{392, April 1993.[Fon93℄ Leonard N. Foner. What is an agent, anyway? a soiologial ase study. AgentsMemo 93-01, MIT Media Lab, 1993.7
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